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Abstract

This paper presents the submission of Huawei
Translate Services Center (HW-TSC) to the
WMT 2021 News Translation Shared Task.
We participate in 7 language pairs, including
Zh/En, De/En, Ja/En, Ha/En, Is/En, Hi/Bn,
and Xh/Zu in both directions under the con-
strained condition. We use Transformer archi-
tecture and obtain the best performance via
multiple variants with larger parameter sizes.
We perform detailed pre-processing and filter-
ing on the provided large-scale bilingual and
monolingual datasets. Several commonly used
strategies are used to train our models, such as
Back Translation, Forward Translation, Multi-
lingual Translation, Ensemble Knowledge Dis-
tillation, etc. Our submission obtains competi-
tive results in the final evaluation.

1 Introduction

This paper introduces our submission to the WMT
2021 News Translation Shared Task. We par-
ticipate in seven language pairs including Chi-
nese/English (Zh/En), German/English (De/En),
Japanese/English (Ja/En), Hausa/English (Ha/En),
Icelandic/English (Is/En), Hindi/Bengali (Hi/Bn),
and Xhosa/Zulu (Xh/Zu) in both directions. We
consider that the officially provided dataset has the
acceptable size and quality and therefore only par-
ticipate in the constrained evaluation. Our method
is mainly based on previous works but with fine-
grained data cleansing techniques and language-
specific optimizations.

For each language pair, we perform multi-step
data cleansing on the provided dataset and only
keep a high-quality subset for training. At the same
time, several strategies are tested in a pipeline, in-
cluding Backward (Edunov et al., 2018) and For-
ward(Wu et al., 2019a) Translation, Multilingual
Translation (Johnson et al., 2017), Right-to-Left
Models (Liu et al., 2016), Iterative Joint Training

(Zhang et al., 2018), Ensemble Knowledge Distil-
lation (Freitag et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019) , Fine-
Tuning (Sun et al., 2019), Ensemble (Garmash and
Monz, 2016), and PostProcess.

We combined all the techniques mentioned
above and the overall training process is shown
in Figure 1. Section 2 focuses on our data process-
ing strategies while section 3 describes our train-
ing techniques, including model architecture and
iterative training, etc. Section 4 explains our exper-
iment settings and training processes and section 5
presents our experiment results.

2 Data

2.1 Data Source

For all language pairs, we follow the constrained
data requirements and take full advantages of the
bilingual and monolingual training data available.
Table 1 lists the data sizes of each language pair
before and after filtering.

2.2 Data Pre-processing

We use following operations to pre-process the
data:

• Filter out repeated sentences (Khayrallah and
Koehn, 2018; Ott et al., 2018).

• Convert XML escape characters.

• Normalize punctuations using Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007).

• Delete html tags, non-UTF-8 characters, uni-
code characters and invisible characters.

• Filter out sentences with mismatched paren-
theses and quotation marks; sentences of
which punctuation percentage exceeds 0.3;
sentences with the character-to-word ratio
greater than 12 or less than 1.5; sentences of
which the source-to-target token ratio higher
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Figure 1: This figure shows the training process for the WMT 2021 News Translation Shared Task, which consists
of three stages. In stage 1, one forward model and one backward model are trained. In stage 2, the synthetic data
by FTST is used to train L2R and R2L models. In stage 3, the synthetic data by enhanced models are used to train
models. Finally, model ensemble is used to boost the performance.

than 3 or lowers than 0.3; sentences with more
than 120 tokens.

• Apply langid (Joulin et al., 2016b,a) to filter
sentences in other languages.

• Use fast-align (Dyer et al., 2013) to filter sen-
tence pairs with poor alignment.

We perform the additional steps to process Chinese
data:

• Convert traditional Chinese characters to sim-
plified ones.

• Convert fullwidth forms to halfwidth forms.

Data sizes before and after cleansing are listed in
Table 1.

2.3 Data Selection

Since the news (in-domain) monolingual data in
some tasks is not sufficient, it is necessary to obtain
data from Common Crawl. We use Fasttext (Joulin
et al., 2016a) to train a binary classification model
to distinguish between in-domain and out-domain
data.

3 System Overview

3.1 Model
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) has been widely
used for machine translation in recent years, which
has achieved good performance even with the most
primitive architecture without much modifications.
Therefore, we choose to start from Transformer-
Big and consider it as a baseline. Four variants of
Transformer are also evaluated during the experi-
ments, which are the model with wider FFN layers
proposed in (Ng et al., 2019), and the deeper en-
coder version proposed in (Sun et al., 2019). Here,
we use the following four variants:

• Deep 25-6 model: The number of the encoder
layers is adjusted to 25 based on the trans-
former base model architecture and layer nor-
malization is added. The other settings remain
the same as the base model.

• Deep 35-6 model: The number of the encoder
layers is adjusted to 36 based on the trans-
former base model architecture and layer nor-
malization is added. The other settings remain
the same as the base model.
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language pairs Raw bi data Filter bi data Used mono data
Zh/En 37.8M 16.5M En: 150M, Zh:150M
De/En 95M 79M En: 230M, De: 317M
Ja/En 18M 13.5M En: 300M, Ja: 300M
Ha/En 0.73M 0.59M En: 8M, Ha:8.65M
Is/En 5.69M 4.04M En: 20M, Is: 18M
Hi/Bn 3.53M 3.4M Bn: 59.3M, Hi: 45.8M

Table 1: Bilingual data sizes before and after filtering, and monolingual data used in tasks.

• Deep 35-6 big model: This model features
35-layer encoder, 6-layer decoder, 768 dimen-
sions of word vector, 3076 dimensions of FFN,
16-head self-attention, and pre-norm.

• Deep 25-6 large Model: This model features
25-layer encoder, 6-layer decoder, 1024 di-
mensions of word vector, 4096 dimensions of
FFN, 16-head self-attention, and pre-norm.

3.2 Data Augmentation
Back-translation (Edunov et al., 2018) is an ef-
fective way to boost translation quality by using
monolingual sentences to generate synthetic train-
ing parallel data. As described in (Wu et al., 2019b),
similar to back translation, the monolingual corpus
in source language can also be used to generate
forward translation text with a trained MT model,
and the generated forward and backward transla-
tion data can both be merged with the authentic
bilingual data. This strategy can increase the data
size to a large extent.

We take full advantages of the officially provided
monolingual data for data augmentation. In terms
of back translation, we adopt top-k sampling for
high-resource languages, and adopt beam search
for low-resource languages. With regard to forward
translation, we translate monolingual data using
beam search. Through sampling, we ensure that
the sizes of data generated by forward and back
translation are relatively equal. In this paper, we
refer to the combination of forward and sampling
back translation as FTST.

3.3 Iterative Joint Training
Zhang et al. (2018) propose a new iterative joint
training method, that is, using monolingual data
from both source and target sides to train a source-
to-target (forward) model and a target-to-source
(backward) model at the same time. The two mod-
els generate synthetic data for each other. The ad-
vantage of such method is that both of the two mod-

els gain improvement after each iteration with the
synthetic data provided by the other, and then can
generate synthetic data with higher quality. Such
training procedure is repeated after the two models
converge.

3.4 Multilingual Translation
Johnson et al. (2017) propose a simple solution to
use a single neural machine translation model to
translate among multiple languages, and the model
requires no change to the model architecture. In-
stead, the model introduces an artificial token at the
beginning of the input sentence to specify the re-
quired target language. All languages use a shared
vocabulary. There is no need to add more param-
eters. In low-resource tasks, we select a portion
of the En-De bilingual data and conduct a joint
training. The experiment shows that a multilin-
gual model can improve the translation quality of
low-resource languages to a large extent.

3.5 Right-to-Left Models
The approach of Right-to-Left is proposed by (Liu
et al., 2016). The main idea is to integrate informa-
tion of Right-to-Left (R2L) models to Left-to-Right
(L2R) ones. Following this strategy, we translate
the source sentences of the monolingual data with
both R2L models and L2R models. In the Zh/En
and De/En tasks, we use the R2L model to syn-
thesize forward translation data using beam search
and mix the synthetic data with the L2R synthetic
data for iterative joint training.

3.6 Ensemble Knowledge Distillation
Ensemble Knowledge Distillation (Freitag et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2019) improves the performance
of a student model by distilling knowledge from a
group of trained teacher models. Comparing with
some soft label distillation methods, the EKD for
NMT is relatively straightforward, which can be
implemented by training the student models on the
combination of the original training set and the
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translation from the ensembled teacher model on
the training set. In our experiments, we ensemble
models as the teacher model to translate the wmt21
test set, and use the translate results to further fine-
tune models.

3.7 Fine-tuning
Previous works have demonstrated that fine-tuning
a model with in-domain data, such as last year’s
test set, could effectively improve the performance
of this year (Sun et al., 2019). We use the dev and
test sets from previous years, coupled with data
generated by ensemble knowledge distillation and
noises added to the target side, to fine-tune models
and achieve further improvements.

3.8 Ensemble
Model ensemble is a widely used technique in
previous WMT workshops (Garmash and Monz,
2016), which can improve the performance by com-
bining the predictions of several models at each
decoding step. In our work, we ensemble mod-
els with different architectures to further improve
system performances. For Zh/En and De/En, we
experimented with a combination of the Deep 35-6
big model and the Deep 25-6 large model to en-
semble. For all language pairs, we train multiple
models to ensemble by shuffle the data.

4 Experiment Settings

4.1 Settings
We use the open-source fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) for
training and sacreBLEU (Post, 2018) to measure
system performances. The main parameters are as
follows: Each model is trained using 8 GPUs. The
size of each batch is set as 2048, parameter update
frequency as 32, and learning rate as 5e-4 (Vaswani
et al., 2017). The number of warmup steps is 4000,
and model is saved every 1000 steps. The archi-
tectures we used are described in section 3.1. We
adopt dropout, and the rate varies across different
language pairs. Marian (Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,
2018) is used for decoding during inference.

4.2 Training Process
We employ iterative training and phase-based data
augmentation. Figure 1 shows our training process
in details. The specific steps are as follows:

1) Process data using methods described in sec-
tion 2.2. Train one forward model and one
backward model.

System en2zh zh2en
baseline 39.1 26.5
FTST 45.1 (+6.0) 32.4 (+5.9)
in-domain FTST + R2L 46.2 (+1.1) 34.4 (+2.0)
finetuning 46.5 (+0.3) 34.8 (+0.4)
ensemble 46.7 (+0.2) 34.9 (+0.1)
wmt21 final submit 35.1 28.9

Table 2: The experimental result of Zh/En tasks

2) Generate back translation and forward transla-
tion data. Mix the data with parallel training
data and train three forward L2R models and
three backward models. At the same time,
train three R2L models for generating R2L
forward translation data, in order to improve
the diversity of synthetic data.

3) Split monolingual data into several sets. Gen-
erate back translation and forward translation
data using models trained in step 2. Mix sam-
pled synthetic data with bilingual training data
and train four forward models and four back-
ward models.

4) Average the last five checkpoints of each
model and fine-tune it. Ensemble models to
produce the final system.

5 Results and analysis

5.1 Zh/En
We use methods described in Section 2.2 for data
processing. Four model architectures mentioned
in Section 3.1 are employed to increase system
diversity. On the basis of bilingual baselines model,
we use FTST data augmentation to further enhance
model performance.

Table 2 lists the results of our submission on
WMT 2020 News Task test set. Comparing with the
baseline model, FTST leads to 6.0 BLEU increase
on en2zh direction and 5.9 BLEU increase on the
opposite direction. We conduct data distillation on
source sentences from WMT 2017 and 2018 news
test sets, mix the generated data with the original
data, and add noises to the target side. We fine-
tune the model using the mixed data and achieve
1.1 BLEU and 2.0 BLEU increases on en2zh and
zh2en directions, respectively. We then conduct
a second-round FTST data augmentation on the
fine-tuned model. In this round, we adopt the R2L
model. We conduct data distillation on source sen-
tences from WMT 2017-2018 news test sets, mix
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System en2de de2en
baseline 33.1 39.7
FTST 34.2 (+1.1) 40.8 (+1.1)
FTST + R2L 34.5 (+0.3) 41.1 (+0.3)
finetuning 38.2 (+3.7) 43.1 (+2.0)
ensemble 38.3 (+0.1) 43.4 (+0.3)
postprocess 39.7 (+1.4) -
wmt21 final submit 29.8 34.7

Table 3: The experimental result of De/En tasks

the generated data with the WMT 2017-2018 test
sets, and add noises to the target side. We fine-
tune the model using the mixed data and achieve
0.3 BLEU and 0.4 BLEU increases on en2zh and
zh2en directions, respectively. Finally, ensemble
further leads to 0.2 BLEU increase on the en2zh
direction and 0.1 BLEU increase on the opposite
direction. When submitting the final results, we
further fine-tune the model with WMT 2019 and
2020 test sets. Our models achieve 35.1 BLEU on
the en2zh direction and 28.9 BLEU on the zh2en di-
rection when measuring with the WMT 2021 News
Task test set.

5.2 De/En

For the En-De task, we adopt the Deep 36-5 big
model and Deep 25-6 large model, as described in
section 3.1. We use Moses for English and Ger-
man word segmentation. The training data are seg-
mented by a shared SentencePiece model. The
source and target side each has a vocabulary with
32K words. We process all data using filter meth-
ods described in section 2.2.

Table 3 lists the results of our submission on
WMT 2020 News Task test set. Comparing with
the baseline model, two rounds of FTST data aug-
mentation contribute to 1.4 BLEU increase on each
directions. We conduct data distillation on source
sentences from WMT 2020 news test sets, mix
the generated data with the WMT 2018 and WMT
2019 test sets after adding noises to the target side.
We fine-tune the model using the mixed data and
achieve 3.7 BLEU and 2.0 BLEU increases on
en2de and de2en directions, respectively. Ensem-
ble further leads to 0.1 BLEU increase on the en2de
direction and 0.3 BLEU increase on the opposite di-
rection. Ensemble does not have significant impact
on this task. It should be noted that we find that
the quotation marks generated by the en2de model
does not comply with the German standard, so we

System en2ja ja2en
baseline 36.4 21.4
iterative FTST 39.2 (+2.8) 23.1 (+2.7)
finetuning 42.9 (+3.7) 25.3 (+2.2)
ensemble 43.6 (+0.7) 26.0 (+0.7)
wmt21 final submit 45.4 26.5

Table 4: The experimental result of Ja/En tasks

add a correction script to the post-processing(just
convert English quotation marks to German quota-
tion marks), which surprisingly leads to 1.4 BLEU
increase. When submitting the final results, we fur-
ther fine-tune the model with WMT 2020 test set.
Our submitted models achieve 29.8 BLEU on the
en2de direction and 34.7 BLEU on the de2en direc-
tion when measuring with the WMT 2021 News
Task test set.

5.3 Ja/En

For Ja/En task, we adopt the same settings as that
for the Zh-En task. The dropout rate is set to 0.1.
The training data are segmented by a shared Sen-
tencePiece model. The source and target side each
has a vocabulary with 32K words. The size of
parallel data after cleansing is 13.5M. We sam-
pled 150M English monolingual data from News
Crawl and 300M Japanese monolingual data from
News Crawl and Common Crawl (150M from each
source).

Table 4 lists the results of our submission on
WMT 2020 News Task test set. Comparing with the
baseline model, iterative FTST data augmentation
contribute to 2.8 BLEU and 1.7 BLEU increases
on the en2ja and ja2en directions respectively. We
conduct data distillation on source sentences from
WMT 2020 news test sets, mix the generated data
with the WMT 2020 dev set after adding noises to
the target side. We fine-tune the model using the
mixed data and achieve 3.7 BLEU and 2.2 BLEU
increases on en2ja and ja2en directions, respec-
tively. We train four models on each direction and
ensemble further leads to 0.9 BLEU increase on
the en2ja direction and 1.0 BLEU increase on the
opposite direction. When submitting the final re-
sults, we further fine-tune the model with WMT
2021 dev set. Our submitted models achieve 45.4
BLEU on the en2ja direction and 26.5 BLEU on
the j2en direction when measuring with the WMT
2021 News Task test set.
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System en2ha ha2en en2is is2en hi2bn bn2hi xh2zu zu2xh
baseline 2.8 7.7 18.3 25.1 7.4 18.0 2.1 6.2
multilingual (add en2de data) 14.9 18.9 20.2 28.0 9.2 18.3 7.3 8.1
iFTBT 19.7 23.2 23.5 32.4 10.4 19.4 9.3 9.2
wmt21 final submit 20.3 17.5 27.5 38.4 13.0 21.9 11.8 9.9

Table 5: The experimental result of low resource tasks. iBTFT indicates that multiple rounds of BTFT are used for
data enhancement.

5.4 Low resource tasks

We use the same strategy to deal with low resource
tasks (En-Ha, En-Is, Bn-Hi and Xh-Zu). We train a
bilingual baseline model and a monolingual base-
line model for each direction. Every multilingual
model is trained with 10x bilingual data sampled
from the training corpora and 50M En-De paral-
lel data. For en2ha, en2is, hi2bn and xh2zu, we
use en2de data for training. For other language
directions, we use de2en data for training.

Table 5 lists the results of our submission on dev
set. On the eight language directions, all multilin-
gual models gain huge improvements when com-
paring with the bilingual baseline model. Particu-
larly, En-Ha achieves the greatest improvements:
12.1 BLEU on en2ha direction and 11.20 on ha2en
direction. Bn-Hi achieves the slightest improve-
ments: 0.4 BLEU on bn2hi direction and 1.78 on
hi2bn direction. The results demonstrate that the
fewer the bilingual data, the greater impact a multi-
lingual model has. In other extremely low-resource
scenarios, the improvement gained by a multilin-
gual model for En-Ha is greater than that for the
Xh-Zu task. We think the reason lies in the differ-
ences of language similarities. On the basis of mul-
tilingual models, we conduct data augmentation
as described in section 3.2. We adjust sampling
ratios according to the monolingual data size of
each languages. Our data augmentation strategy
achieves improvements on all eight language di-
rections, from 1.1 BLEU to 4.4 BLEU increase.
When conduct the second-round FTST data aug-
mentation, we only get a slight increase on the
En-Ha task: 0.2 BLEU on en2ha direction and 0.9
on ha2en direction. We also leverage fine-tuning
and ensemble techniques to further improve our
model performances. Finally, we get the highest
BLEU score on the xh2en direction and the second
highest BLEU score on the en2ha direction.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the submissions of HW-TSC to
the WMT 2021 News Translation Task. For each
direction in all pairs, we perform experiments with
a series of pre-processing and training strategies.
The effectiveness of each strategy is demonstrated.
Our experiments show that in low-resource sce-
narios, multilingual model that utilizing data from
other languages can improve system performance
to a large extent. Data augmentation strategy is
still effective for multilingual models. Our sub-
missions finally achieves competitive results in the
evaluation.
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